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Anyone can learn a language with Michel Thomas--The World's Greatest Language Teacher. No

books. No writing. No drills. And nothing to memorize--ever! With his unique program, Michel

Thomas has taught celebrities, corporate leaders, and schoolchildren--with immediate and amazing

results. Now the Language Teacher to the Stars invites everyone to join his class! Using German

with Michel Thomas, listeners learn in real time--fully understanding as they go along, turning words

into short sentences, and then building them into longer, more complex sentences, until they are

conversing in German. Michel will have listeners formulating their own thoughts and sentences from

the very beginning, even if they have never succeeded in learning a language before. Michel has

used this very method to teach celebrities such as Mel Gibson, Woody Allen, Barbra Streisand,

Warren Beatty, and Princess Grace of Monaco.
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If you had a bad experience learning German in school, or if you feel that learning a language is

beyond you, please give Michel Thomas's courses a try. I completed his 8-CD German and Italian

series, and he offers an amazing introduction to language learning that will have you constructing

complex sentences in no time. Vocabulary learning is a bit more limited than what you may find in

other instructional series, but that is more than made up for by the understanding of sentence

structure and verb construction that you will gain.For example, in the Pimsleur Italian series, over

the course of 16 CDs you learn a lot of conversational Italian, and learn how to use a limited number



of verb forms. Over the course of the 8 CD Michel Thomas Italian series, you learn much more

about verb forms - how to choose the proper verb for the situation, and how to apply it.And he

accomplishes this in a very relaxed manner. The CDs are recordings of lessons between Mr.

Thomas and two students. Along the way, he asks them how to say a sentence in German, and

your job is to pause the CD momentarily before the student answers, work the sentence out in your

head and say it aloud, and then continue with the CD. More often than not, mistakes that you make

will also be made by the students on the CD. Mr. Thomas gently corrects them, and then continues

on. I have found this method a very satisfying way to learn.Not surprisingly, Mr. Thomas feels that it

is not only the best way to learn a language, but the best way to instill understanding and

confidence. I would have to agree. His approach has been put to the test in inner-city schools with

disruptive children to great effect. If you are one who disagrees with or dislikes the teaching

methods that were forced down your throat as a child, you may find Mr.
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